Surface Cleaner
Model #: 30012

OPERATOR’S MANUAL

TOLL-FREE HELPLINE: 1-888-90WORKS (888.909.6757)
WARNING:It essential you read and understand the instructions in this
manual before you operate this machine.

Safety Instruction

Proper Use

WARNING:
Please read and comply with these original
operating instruction prior to the initial operation
and store them for later use or subsequent
owners.

The surface cleaner is ideally suited for the cleaning
floor made of different materials, such as plastic,
concrete, tiles, natural stone. Use the surface cleaner
exclusively in your private household.

Application

■■ Please observe the safety instruction of your high
pressure cleaner.
■■ There must be no persons in the immediate vicinity of
the cleaning head.
■■ Be aware of the recoil force! Ensure a stable position
and firmly hold the high pressure gun with the
extension tube or the handle.
■■ Switch off the high pressure cleaner when you finish
cleaning.
■■ Maximum water temperature 104 ℉ (Please observe
the instructions of your high-pressure cleaner.
■■ Always wear eye protection with side shields marked
to comply with ANSI Z87.1.
■■ After use or before servicing, always disconnect the
surface cleaner from the pressure washer spray wand.

Cleaning Floor Surface
Fastern the surface cleaner to the high pressure 1/4 inch
quick connect spray wand.
→→ See Fig.2
1. Pull back the quick-connect collar
2. Push the surface cleaner into place
3.Push the collar forward.
4. Pull the trigger gun to operate the machine
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Symbol

Spray wand

WARNING:
Don't hold and the edge of the surface cleaner
when it is on.

Surface cleaner
Fig.2

Description of the Appliance
When unpacking the products,make sure no accessories
are missing and none of the package contents have
been damaged, If you detect any damages do not use
this accessory, contact Greenworks customer service at
1-888-90WORKS (888.909.6757).
Connections: 1/4''. Quick Connect Plug
Deck Width: 11''.
Maximum Pressure: up to 2000 psi
Maximum Water Flow: 1.4 gpm
Maximum Water Temperature: 104 ℉
→→See Fig 1
1.1/4'' quick connection
2.Casing
3.High pressure nozzle
4.Rotor arm
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Fig.2.1
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Tips for cleaning

General information
Environmental protection

■■ Outdoor surfaces should be swept before the surface
cleaner is used to avoid damaging the high pressure
nozzles.
■■ The surface cleaner is not suited for scouring or
scrubbing.
■■ If striping or swirl marks occurs slow your pace. If
striping or swirling continues, the surface cleaner
nozzle(s) may be clogged. Disconnect surface cleaner
from pressure washer spray wand before servicing.
Using a straightened paper clip or nozzle cleaning tool
(not provided), free any foreign materials clogging or
restricting the nozzle.(See Fig.3)

The packaging material can be recycled. Please
don't place the packaging into the ordinary refuel
for disposal, but arrange for the proper recycling.
Old appliances contain valuable material that
can be recycled .Please arrange for the proper
recycling of of appliances. Please dispose your
old appliances using appropriate collection
system.

Care
Use a moist cloth and clean the appliance after use.
STRAIGHTENED
PAPER CLIP

Fig.3

Caution
WARNING
→→ See Fig.4
Do not run over free standing corners. DO NOT
lift or tilt the surface cleaner from a horizontal
surface while connected to the spray gun during
operation.

Fig.4
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WARRANTY

GREENWORKS™ hereby warranties this product, to the original purchaser with proof of purchase, for a
period of one (1) years against defects in materials, parts or workmanship.
GREENWORKS™, at its own discretion will repair or replace any and all parts found to be defective,
through normal use, free of charge to the customer. This warranty is valid only for units which have been
used for personal use that have not been hired or rented for industrial/ commercial use, and that have
been maintained in accordance with the instructions in the owners’ manual supplied with the product
from new.
ITEMS NOT COVERED BY WARRANTY:
1. Any part that has become inoperative due to misuse, commercial use, abuse, neglect, accident,
improper maintenance, or alteration; or
2. The unit, if it has not been operated and/or maintained in accordance with the owner's manual; or
3. Normal wear, except as noted below;
4. Routine maintenance items such as draining the water to avoid freezing/ice damage to pump and
components.
5. Normal deterioration of the exterior finish due to use or exposure.
GREENWORKS HELPLINE (1-888-90WORKS):
Warranty service is available by calling our toll-free helpline, 9am to 5pm EST.
at 1-888-909-6757 (1-888-90WORKS).
TRANSPORTATION CHARGES:
Transportation charges for the movement of any power equipment unit or attachment are the
responsibility of the purchaser. It is the purchaser’s responsibility to pay transportation charges for
any part submitted for replacement under this warranty unless such return is requested in writing by
GREENWORKS.
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